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Abstract 
This paper uses three different numerical simulation technologies to analyse the thermal airflow distribution in a 
simple example data center layout. The numerical approaches used are based on finite element, finite volume and 
lattice Boltzmann methods and are respectively implemented via commercial Multiphysics software, opensource 
CFD code and GPU based code developed by the authors.  Each method includes an appropriate turbulence model 
and the simulation results focus on comparison of the three methods when applied to 2 rows of datacom racks 
with cool air supplied by a computer room air conditioner and distributed via an underfloor plenum.  Good 
quantitative agreement between the three methods is seen in terms of the inlet temperatures to the Datacom 
equipment. 
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1. Introduction 
Data centers are facilities hosting information and communications technology (ICT) infrastructure, usually laid 
out in rows of 2m tall racks. Their operation provides digital services across a range of sectors. The quantity and 
density of these ICT systems results in a distributed and complex dynamic generation of heat throughout the 
facility that needs to be transported away from the ICT, referred to as datacom, equipment. This is usually achieved 
by air cooling, where the heat is transferred and ultimately rejected to the outside environment. The growth of 
these facilities has been considerable, with data centers consuming only 0.12% of US energy consumption for the 
year 2000 [1] and that figure having risen to over 2% only ten years later, in 2010 [2]. Globally this figure is 
currently closer to 1.5%, at a growth of roughly 11% per year over the last decade [3], and approximately 45% of 
this energy is used in the removal of heat [4]. Improvements to the energy efficiency of these facilities are rapidly 
becoming paramount, due to the need to reduce both running costs and environmental impact [5]. 
 
Correct management of air distribution throughout these facilities is one way of reducing inefficiencies in data 
centers. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is a useful tool in achieving this, with detailed modelling of the 
internal environment allowing the prediction of hot spots, bypass air and recirculation, and other inefficiencies 
[6]. This enables air distribution to be optimised to minimise energy consumption whilst ensuring a suitable 
thermal environment is provided, both in existing and new data centers. CFD has been used successfully to 
investigate the impact of floor grilles [7], optimise placement of datacom equipment [8] and study the effect of 
aisle containment [9]. The major challenges in producing accurate models are the multiple length-scales [6], from 
the chip to the room level, and accurately capturing the various modes of thermal transport and flow regimes 
present therein [10]. 
 
The use of CFD is increasingly being applied in the analysis of air distributions in data centers as it offers a much 
greater resolution of thermal flow information compared to most experimental approaches, as demonstrated in 
[11], and affords data center operators the ability to predict and monitor unfavourable air flow patterns. There 
exists a range of modelling methods and software packages available for this task, each with individual advantages 
and disadvantages. This paper analyses the air flow through a simple data center layout for three distinct modelling 
strategies to identify the trade-offs between each methodology. The three applied methods are; i) a developed 
lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) based simulation code for rapid execution on a graphical processing unit (GPU), 
ii) an opensource CFD finite volume method (FVM) based package OpenFOAM, and the commercial CFD finite 
element method (FEM) based software COMSOL Multiphysics. Previous studies have demonstrated through 
experimental validation that CFD models can accurately predict data center air flows and thermal environments 
[7-11]. However, the work presented here aims to demonstrate the range of distinct numerical methods available, 
which produce similar results for established data center configurations and identifies the advantages and 
disadvantages of each approach. 
 
2. Theory 



The relevant theory relating to the thermodynamics and fluid mechanics of data center cooling is outlined. This 
covers the general description of a data center and the associated cooling operation, the physical phenomena which 
describe the fluid flow and heat transfer mechanisms, and a description of the computational methods used to 
model this behaviour. 
 
2.1 Continuum Mechanics 
The physics of fluid flow and heat transfer in the data center are governed by the conservation of mass, momentum 
and energy. A steady state condition is assumed such that the operating conditions of the data center do not change 
with time, which in the transient sense accounts to averaging over a number of instances in a given period with 
stationary operating conditions. Buoyancy forces are modelled due to the convection of heat produced by the 
Datacom units in which energy and momentum transports are coupled using the Boussinesq approximation [12]. 
Material properties of air (density, viscosity, specific heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and thermal expansion 
coefficient) are assumed constant over the range of temperatures and pressures observed in the data center. 
 
The conservation of mass (1), momentum (2), and energy (3) are governed in the data center using continuum 
mechanics by the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations for steady, incompressible fluid flow,  
 椛屎屎王 ゲ 掲屎屎王 噺 ど (1) 

と掲屎屎王 ゲ 椛屎屎王掲屎屎王 噺 伐椛屎屎王p 髪 づ勅捗捗椛態掲屎屎王 伐 と傾屎王が岫T 伐 T嘆奪脱岻 (2) 

とc丹掲屎屎王 ゲ 椛屎屎王T 噺 だ勅捗捗椛態T (3) 

 
where 掲屎屎王 is the fluid velocity vector in m/s, p is the fluid pressure in Pa, T is the fluid temperature in K, づ勅捗捗 噺づ 髪 づ担 and づ = 1.85 x 10-5 Pa.s is the dynamic viscosity, づ担 is the turbulent dynamic viscosity,  だ勅捗捗 噺 だ 髪 航痛潔椎 鶏堅痛エ , だ = 0.287 W/(m.K) is the fluid thermal conductivity, Pr担 is the turbulent Prandtl number 
taken to be 0.9 for all simulations, が = 3.43 x 10-3 1/K is the thermal expansion coefficient, 傾屎王 = (0,0,-9.81) m/s2 is 
the acceleration due to gravity, and T嘆奪脱 = 293 K is a reference temperature for neutral buoyancy. For laminar flow づ担 is zero everywhere, which is not the case for airflows in data centers. A turbulence model must also be 
considered in the model since inertial forces dominate over viscous forces in the fluid flow. This is undertaken by 
the inclusion of the k-i model that yields a varying (non-zero) turbulent viscosity, づ担, in equations (1-3). The k-i 
model was chosen to represent the turbulent behaviour of the data center airflow because research has been 
published previously showing that this provides an accurate representation of the experimental observations made 
in data centers under typical operating conditions [13].  
 
In order to provide a solution to the RANS equations a discrete numerical procedure is required due to the 
nonlinearity of the fluid mechanics. In this paper two methods are used for this purpose: the Finite Element Method 
(FEM); and the Finite Volume Method (FVM). The Finite Difference Method (FDM) may also be used to solve 
the RANS equations [14] however this type of analysis is not explored in this paper. A third method of solving 
for the conservation of mass, momentum and energy is based on a different formulation than that of continuum 
mechanics, namely the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM), the details of which are given in Section 2.2. 
 
2.1.1 Finite Element Method 
In the FEM the domain of interest is discretised into a number of elements n and upon which piecewise continuous 
basis functions are used to express the field variables (sometimes referred to as the primitives), which for the 
RANS would be 掲屎屎王, p, T, k and i. This is shown in Figure 1 using one-dimension as an example. The discrete form 
of a variable ぺ岫x岻 is given by the following equation, 
 ぺ岫x岻 噺 布 ぺ辿N辿岫x岻樽

辿退怠  (4) 

 
where ぺ辿 are the nodal values of the variable, and N辿岫x岻 are the shape functions of the response. The shape 
functions describe the influence of a node on the total response, where for linear elements N辿岫x岻 噺 な at one 
location and are zero elsewhere varying linearly to zero at the two adjacent nodes to the location where N辿岫x岻 噺な.  For the three-dimensional solution to the RANS second order tetrahedral based finite elements are applied in 
this work. 
 
The nodal equations are subsequently formulated by a weighted integral (Galerkin) approach, letting 失岫ぺ岻 噺 s 
be the strong (differential) form of the equation to be solved. The weak (integral) form is written as follows, 
 



豹 失岫ぺ岻N辿岫x岻dx 淡套甜迭淡套 噺 豹 sN辿岫x岻dx淡套甜迭 
淡套  (5) 

 
from which the discrete nodal equation for ぺ can be derived. The numerical solution to ぺ is subsequently 
calculated subject to the imposed boundary conditions, which are either Neumann (gradient-based) or Dirichlet 
(value-based) in description. The FEM provides a means by which the solution varies over the domain and the 
equations are solved to fit this response. The method grew from the development of discrete structural mechanics 
but can also be applied to any differential equations such as those governing fluid flow and heat transfer. In this 
work the computer software COMSOL Multiphysics1 has been used to solve the data center flow problem using 
the FEM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 – Sketch of linear finite elements along the x-dimension 
 
2.1.2 Finite Volume Method 
In the FVM method the domain is discretised into a number of control volumes as shown in Figure 2 for the 
example one-dimensional case. The nodes are located at the centres of the cells. The faces of the cell form the 
control volume boundary and are halfway between the centres of the adjacent cells. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 3 – Sketch of a control volume for the finite volume discretisation of the x-dimension 
 
The nodal equation is obtained by integrating over the control volumes, for the case 失岫ぺ岻 噺 s this is described 
by the following equation, 
 豹 失岫ぺ岻 dx淡套甜迭【鉄 

淡套貼迭【鉄 噺 豹 s dx淡套甜迭【鉄淡套貼迭【鉄  (6) 

  
and for which the same boundary conditions as the FEM can be imposed to obtain a numerical solution. The 
approach imposed by the FVM leads to a conservative scheme where the flux on a boundary is equal to the 
opposing flux in the adjacent cell, making it a useful method in solving partial differential equations based on 
conservation laws. Unlike the FEM, the FVM grew from the development of CFD and is therefore applicable to 
the solution of the fluid flow and heat transfer in the data center. In this work the open source computer software 
OpenFOAM [15] has been used to solve the thermal airflow in the data center problem using the FVM. 
 
2.2 Lattice Boltzmann Method 
An alternative to the macroscopic continuum mechanics formulation is the Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM), in 
which the governing equations of fluid flow and heat transfer are instead derived based on the collision and 
propagation of particles at a mesoscopic scale.  Figure 3 depicts how the LBM can be regarded as a mesoscopic 

                                                           
1 www.comsol.com/comsol-multiphysics 
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method, where the right hand side of the figure represents fluid flow that would be described by RANS and the 
length scales are such that the so-called continuum hypothesis holds. On the left hand side of Figure 4 there is a 
representation of the microscopic nature of fluid flow where methods would deterministically describe the motion 
of individual fluid molecules. Moving towards the middle diagram however, the scale is such that the number of 
particles becomes larger and it is more convenient to average all particle properties over a certain volume. A 
density distribution function, 血岫姉屎屎王┸ 四屎屎王┸ 建岻, is adopted that represents the number of particles per unit volume having 
velocity 四屎屎王 within the volume centred at 姉屎屎王 and at time t. Discretising the particle velocities on a lattice as shown 
in Figure 4, a discrete distribution function is defined that propagates and collides as defined by the lattice 
Boltzmann equation (7), which is in fact a special discretisation of the Boltzmann equation; the Navier-Stokes 
equations can be derived via a low Mach number expansion of the lattice Boltzmann equation [16]. 
 

 
 
Figure 3 – Description of fluid motion at different scales. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4 – Discretisation of the microscopic velocities in 3D (D3Q19), which is a nineteen velocity (three speed) 
lattice. 
 血沈岫姉屎屎王 髪 結王沈つ建┸ 建 髪 な岻 伐 血沈岫姉屎屎王┸ 建岻 噺 繋沈ッ建 伐 捗日岫姉屎屎王┸痛岻貸捗日賑忍岫姉屎屎王┸痛岻邸     (7) 

 
where the subscript i refers to one of the 19 particle velocities, 結王沈, in the D3Q19 lattice (Figure 4). The left hand 
side of equation (7) represents the propagation step that is associated with the advection term in the fluid 
mechanics equations. The far right hand term of equation (8) is the collision term, which is based on the Bhatnager-
Gross-Krook (BGK) approximation [17], where the distribution function is close to a local equilibrium and relaxes 
to this value with some characteristic time, . The term involving 繋沈 噺 結王沈┻ 擦屎屎王 にエ  is the body force term in the 
momentum equation due to buoyancy based on the low Mach number Boussinesq approximation,  擦屎屎王 噺 伐賛屎屎王紅岫劇 伐 劇追勅捗岻, where T is the fluid temperature [18]. The local equilibrium, 血沈勅槌, for each velocity direction 
is based on a local Mach number expansion of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution up to second order in the fluid 
velocity, 四屎屎王, and is given by the following equation, 
 血沈勅槌岫姉屎屎王┸ 建岻 噺 貢拳沈 岾な 髪 ぬ盤結王沈 ┻ 四屎屎王岫姉屎屎王┸ 建岻匪 髪 苔態 岫結王沈┻ 四屎屎王岫姉屎屎王┸ 建岻岻態 伐 戴態 岫四屎屎王岫姉屎屎王┸ 建岻┻ 四屎屎王岫姉屎屎王┸ 建岻岻峇    (8) 



 
where wi are weights associated with the lattice and the macroscopic values of density, , and velocity, 四屎屎王, are 
obtained from the following equations 
 貢岫姉屎屎王┸ 建岻 噺 デ 血沈岫姉屎屎王┸ 建岻  ┸          貢四屎屎王岫姉屎屎王┸ 建岻 噺 デ 結王沈怠腿待 血沈岫姉屎屎王┸ 建岻怠腿待 髪 ッ痛態 擦屎屎王   (9) 

  
The fluid kinematic viscosity, , is fixed based on the collision relaxation time, , the lattice space, , and the time 
step, t, and is given as 
 荒 噺 綻鉄綻痛 岾 邸綻痛 伐 怠態峇         (10) 

 
Equations (9) are moments of the distribution function and as is common in kinetic theories, it is possible to obtain 
higher order moments to include the thermal aspects of the fluid flow. However, thermal fluctuations in reality 
require many more particle velocities and the D3Q19 would therefore be insufficient. But, in data center airflows, 
the viscous heat dissipation and compressive work done by the pressure are negligible so that the temperature 
field is passively advected by the fluid and obeys a simple advection-diffusion equation. There are two distinct 
approaches for thermal LBM models, higher order (multispeed) lattice stencils [19] or double distribution function 
models [20]. In this work the latter is used and the temperature equation can be solved on a D3Q6 lattice using an 
independent set of temperature distribution functions, 劇珍. 
 劇珍盤姉屎屎王 髪 潔王珍つ建┸ 建 髪 な匪 伐 劇珍岫姉屎屎王┸ 建岻 噺 伐 脹乳岫姉屎屎王┸痛岻貸脹乳賑忍岫姉屎屎王┸痛岻邸畷      (11) 

 
where the subscript j here is over the 6 lattice directions with particle velocities, 潔王珍, of the D3Q6 lattice. As before, 
the left hand side of equation (11) captures the advection of temperature and the right hand side its diffusion based 
on the relaxation time, 酵脹, which links to the diffusion coefficient for the energy equation. 
 賃諦頂妊 噺 岫態邸畷貸怠岻替 綻鉄綻痛         (12) 

 
and following [21], the local temperature and the equilibrium temperature distribution are respectively given by 
 劇岫姉屎屎王┸ 建岻 噺 デ 劇珍岫姉屎屎王┸ 建岻  ┹       滞怠 劇珍勅槌岫姉屎屎王┸ 建岻 噺 脹岫姉屎屎王┸痛岻滞 盤な 髪 ぬ潔王珍 ┻ 四屎屎王岫姉屎屎王┸ 建岻匪    (13) 

 
The modelling of thermal airflows in data centers requires a model to capture the effects of turbulence. For the 
application of the LBM in this work a large eddy simulation (LES) turbulence model is used that makes use of 
the fact that the local momentum stress tensor, 鯨底庭 , is directly available at each time step and does not require 
the solution of additional governing equations as in the RANS application for FEM and FVM, which helps to 
speed up the computation by virtue of the fact that [22] 
 鯨底庭 噺 怠態 磐擢通琶擢掴破 髪 擢通破擢掴琶卑 噺 デ 結沈底結沈庭盤血沈 伐 血沈勅槌匪怠腿待      (14) 

 
The Smagorinsky turbulence model can then be used to calculate the local kinematic turbulent viscosity, 荒痛, using 
 荒痛 噺 怠滞 峭謬懸態 髪 なぱ系鎚態つ態紐鯨底庭鯨底庭嶌       (15) 

 
where the constant 系鎚 伴 ど, and essentially dictates the impact of the sub-grid eddies on the fluid mechanics. The 
incorporation of the Smagorinsky LES model requires varying relaxation times, 酵 and 酵脹, of the double 

distribution functions to be adjusted to give 酵 噺 怠態 髪 ぬ岫荒 髪 荒痛岻 and 酵脹 噺 怠態 髪 に 磐 賃諦頂妊 髪 程禰牒追禰卑, where 鶏堅痛 is the 

turbulent Prandtl number taken as 0.9 in the simulations presented in this work. 
 
 
3. Materials and Methods 
 
3.1 Data Centre Geometry 



A benchmark case study is explored in this work, in which the geometry of a data center with the necessary 
components is designed to allow for a simple implementation for each of the numerical methods considered while 
keeping most of the characteristics of a typical data center in operation. The data center floor space has an area of 
28.8m2, and houses ten racks (0.6m x 1m x 2m in size) organised in two rows, see Figure 5. The datacom units in 
the racks have the fronts facing each other across the cold aisle of the center. Each rack is separated into two 
datacom units along the height, so that the digital workload between the top half and bottom half of the rack can 
be allocated different values. This is a simplification as a rack would normally be composed of many more 
datacom systems. A computer room air conditioner (CRAC) unit is placed in line with the cold aisle at one end 
of the data center, and feeds cool air into the plenum under the floor. An illustration of this is given in Figure 5 
and a more detailed schematic is provided in Figure 6. 

 
 
Figure 5 – Schematic of the benchmark case study data center in cooling operation. Temperatures and airflows 
indicated by the colour (warm – red; cool - blue) and direction of the arrows. 

     
Figure 6 – Plan and front view with dimensions of the benchmark case study data center 
 
Cold air is supplied to the room at a constant temperature TCRAC and a constant flow rate QCRAC through the bottom 
of the CRAC unit, which coincides with the top of the plenum as indicated in the schematic of Figure 6. Cold air 
travels in the plenum and then enters the room through the floor vents, modelled here as open holes and filling the 
floor space between the two rows of racks. This is a simplified model, as in reality flow through the plenum is 
affected by legs supporting the floor and by cables and pipes running through the plenum.. Note also that floor 
grilles used in real data centres contain detailed features that straighten the flow and affect its momentum, and 
they can sometimes be oriented to change the angle of the flow to provide the cool air where it is required. The 
air enters each datacom unit through their front-faces and exits from their back-faces after an increase in 
momentum and a rise in temperature as heat is removed from the datacom microprocessors by the flow of air. The 
volume flow rate through each datacom system Qdatacom and the temperature rise ∆Tdatacom are dependent on the 
datacom unit’s power draw Pdatacom as described by Eq. (16), 
 P辰叩担叩達誰鱈 噺 とc丹Q辰叩担叩達誰鱈ッT辰叩担叩達誰鱈 (16) 
 



where と = 1.23 kg/m3 and cp = 1.01 kJ/(kg.K) are the density and specific heat capacity at constant pressure of air 
respectively. Eq. (16) results from the conservation of energy transferred from the datacom microprocessors to 
the air flow by convection. Therefore knowing the datacom unit’s power demand and air flow rate yields a value 
of temperature difference between the front and the back of the unit. The inlet to each datacom system is treated 
as an outlet of the data center domain and the outlet from each datacom system an inlet to the data center domain. 
 
3.2 Boundary Conditions 
The CRAC unit is responsible for removing hot air from the room and providing cool air to the room. The CRAC 
exhaust is treated as a flow domain inlet providing air at a uniform temperature of 289 K and a flow rate of 1.134 
m3/s. The velocity profile across the exhaust is uniform, and is directed vertically downwards into the plenum. 
The CRAC intake is treated as a domain outlet and uses a Dirichlet boundary condition for pressure, p = 0, and 
von Neumann (zero gradient) boundary conditions for the velocity, temperature and turbulence fields. The 
turbulence variables (k-i) for the FVM and FEM approaches are specified using a turbulent intensity of 5% and a 
mixing length scale of 0.14 m (7% of the CRAC characteristic length scale). 
 
In this simple study all datacom casings and the CRAC unit panels which are not intake or exhaust components 
are treated in the same manner as the boundary of the domain, namely the data center walls. It is assumed that no 
heat is transferred into or out of the domain through these boundaries, therefore adiabatic boundary conditions are 
prescribed for the thermal boundary conditions. Boundary conditions for velocity at the walls are treated as no-
slip, and for pressure, zero gradient boundary conditions are specified. For the turbulence fields in both FEM and 
FVM standard k- i wall functions have been used as detailed in [23] and [24] respectively. 
 
When a datacom unit is in operation air enters it through its front-face and exits from the back-face after an 
increase in momentum and a rise in temperature. The inlet to each datacom system is treated as an outlet of the 
fluid domain and the outlet from each datacom system is treated as an inlet to the fluid domain. However, the 
temperature rise in each datacom system, ッ劇鳥銚痛銚頂墜陳, is dependent on the datacom unit’s power draw, 鶏鳥銚痛銚頂墜陳 
and air flow rate, 芸鳥銚痛銚頂墜陳, via equation (16). In this model, flow rate and temperature are linked using the 
following equation, from Summers et al. [25]: 
 劇岫姉屎屎王追勅銚追 ┸ 建岻 噺 怠凋肉認任韮禰 完 劇盤姉屎屎王捗追墜津痛 ┸ 建匪穴畦 髪 牒匂尼禰尼迩任尿諦頂妊町匂尼禰尼迩任尿 凋肉認任韮禰     (17) 

 
The power distribution across the datacom units for this particular study is specified in Table 1 below and the 
positioning of the datacom equipment in the data center is labelled according to Figure 7. For units which draw 
zero power, no flow passes through them and the boundaries are treated as impermeable walls. 
 

 
 

Figure 7 – Layout of datacom units as half rack units. 
 
 

 
 

Table 1 – Power draw of each half rack datacom equipment by distribution. 



 
The power draw of each datacom unit (two per rack) is used to define the linked thermal boundary condition 
between the front and back of each datacom unit based on equation (17). For each datacom unit, velocity is 
specified by assuming a uniform distribution of 芸鳥銚痛銚頂墜陳 over the outward facing area, given by points 姉屎屎王捗追墜津痛. 
Flow is positive into the domain and negative leaving the domain. For power draws of 4 kW, 2 kW and 1 kW the 
datacom volumetric flow rates are specified as 0.221 m3/s, 0.133 m3/s and 0.083 m3/s respectively. On both sides 
of the datacom units zero gradient boundary conditions are specified for pressure. The k-i turbulence variables 
are given in both the FEM and FVM for each datacom by using a turbulent intensity of 5% and mixing length 
scale of 0.07 m (7% of the datacom characteristic length scale).  
 
3.3 Solution Procedures 
 
3.3.1 Finite Element Method 
Comsol Multiphysics has its own built-in meshing tool to construct the Finite Element mesh for the data center 
geometry. Second order tetrahedral type elements were specified and for the final mesh minimum and maximum 
length scales of 0.015 m and 0.15 m were chosen respectively. The meshing algorithm places more elements in 
near wall regions, subsequently the size of elements grows towards regions of empty space. The problem is setup 
using the incompressible solver with the Boussinesq approximation to account for the buoyancy forces. The effect 
of mesh refinement on the solution is determined by examining the CRAC return temperature and two datacom 
inlet temperatures as functions of the number of finite elements. The result of this mesh refinement study is shown 
in Figure 8 along with the time taken to obtain the solution. 
 

 
Figure 8 – Mesh refinement on the calculated boundary temperatures at certain points in the data center based 
on the FEM. 
 
3.3.2 Finite Volume Method 
The computational mesh used for the FVM was created using the tool snappyHexMesh which is a standard 

 
Figure 9 – FVM mesh refinement on the calculated boundary temperatures at certain points in the data center. 
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meshing tool provided with OpenFOAM. The initial computational mesh was comprised of 80x46x30 uniformly 
spaced control volumes created using blockMesh. To capture wall effects, snappyHexMesh was then used 
to include two levels of surface refinement around each component in the domain. The resulting mesh was 
composed of cells with a minimum volume of 1.95499x10-6 m3 and a maximum volume of 9.16675x10-4 m3. 
Further details of the meshing procedure for the data center case study can be found in Summers et al. [25]. In 
order to ensure an adequate mesh density, the CRAC return temperature and two datacom inlet temperatures are 
examined as a function of the number of control volumes. The result of the mesh refinement is shown in Figure 9 
along with the computational time, which is seen to increase with the number of control volumes. The simulations 
are based on the OpenFOAM buoyantBoussinesqSimpleFoam solver, with the addition of a new boundary 
condition for the temperature field that incorporates equation (17). 
 
3.3.3 Lattice Boltzmann Method 
The implementation of the LBM approach to the simulation of thermal airflow in the data center case study under 
investigation here is very different from the FEM and FVM. Firstly the LBM is an inherently time-dependent 
solver of the Navier-Stokes equations, so for comparison in this work it is important to first integrate to steady-
state, but with the LES turbulence model applied to the LBM there is still fluctuation in the macroscopic field 
variables. A detailed discussion of the LBM implementation is found in Delbosc et al. [26] which uses graphical 
processing units (GPUs) rather than central processing units (CPUs) used by the FEM and FVM. The LBM is a 
local based method and is amenable to the vector-like processing on GPUs. Since the computation is bound to the 
GPU, it is possible to visualise the fluid flow directly through the graphics interface, enabling a real-time CFD 
approach as depicted in Figure 10.   
 

    
 

Figure 10 – Contrasting the solution procedures of traditional CFD on the left (FEM and FVM) with real-time 
CFD on the right (LBM). 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11 – Constraints on the real-time rate as a function of the number of nodes in the lattice. 
 
The LBM simulations of the case study data center are run for 180 seconds of real time and then the macroscopic 
temperature is averaged over a further 120 seconds of real time. The number of nodes for the LBM simulations is 



chosen so that the real-time rate is greater than or equal to 1, see Figure 11. This rate depends on some physical 
parameters of the problem, namely a characteristic length scale, L, and a ratio of the characteristic velocity to the 
lattice Boltzmann velocity, CV, the latter of which must be kept small to reduce compressibility errors that are 
inherent in the LBM as applied here [27].  To contrast the computational time of the LBM running on GPUs, the 
real-time rate was kept at around unity, so that for the 300 seconds of real time equates to approximately 300 
seconds of computational time and a lattice with up to a million nodes.  
 
Each computational approach has its own performance constraints, levels of accuracy, stability and convergence 
conditions, where for FEM and FVM a tolerance is imposed on the discretised equation residuals. The FEM 
solution requires 403,825 elements to meet a convergence criterion of 10-5 and took 52,814 seconds to compute 
on 4 cores of an Intel i7-860S, 2.53GHz CPU. The FVM solution requires 1,303,093 cells to meet a convergence 
criterion of 10-5 and took 19,996 seconds to compute on a single core of an Intel Xeon E5-2620, 2.0GHz CPU. 
The LBM solution on the other hand computes on a regular grid composed of 753,984 lattice points with a time-
step of 0.005s and takes 300 seconds to compute (i.e. real-time) on an nVIDIA Tesla K40. By considering the 
thermal design power of each compute engine (CPU or GPU) and the simulation time for each method, the energy 
costs for each simulation method were calculated to be 1.18kWh, 0.53kWh and 0.05kWh for FEM, FVM and 
LBM respectively. For the inherently transient LBM approach the time to solution is based on 300 seconds to 
remove simulation transience and a further 300 seconds to obtain a time averaged steady state solution. 
 
 
4. Results & Discussion 
 
4.1 Thermal Airflow Distributions 
The results of the simulations from the three computational approaches, namely FEM, FVM and LBM, are 
presented graphically by taking cross sections through the data center in 3 perpendicular planes. Each plot shows 
the temperature field in Kelvin and the airflow is represented qualitatively by velocity vectors on the same plot. 
 
 

 
(a) FVM                                                         (b)   LBM                

 

 
                                                      (c)   FEM 
 
Figure 12 – Cross section plane through hot and cold aisles at 3.4m from the end of the data center, y =3.4. 
Results show temperature and air velocity for (a) FVM, (b) LBM and (c) FEM. Temperature scales are in 
Kelvin 
 



Figure 12 shows a cross section cutting through the two hot aisles and the single cold aisle, at a plane located at 
y=3.4m (see Figure 6 for schematic). The numerical solution from all three methods demonstrates one of the most 
common flows found in data centers, that is where the hot air exiting from datacom units into the hot aisles is 
drawn into the cold aisle as a result of insufficient cold air being supplied to the cold aisle. The direct effect of 
this is that the air entering the datacom equipment mixes with hot recirculating air.     
 
Figure 13 shows a cross section that runs down the middle of the data center through the cold aisle. The results 
show how the air is fed into the cold aisle from under the floor and also how the hot air returns back to the CRAC. 
The results clearly demonstrate the necessity for floor tiles that can straighten the flow and angle it directly 
upwards for delivery in front of the datacom units,. All three approaches depict the momentum of the airflow 
directing cool air away from the racks closest to the CRAC.  Figure 13 also clearly shows the path of the hot air 
returning back to the CRAC. 
 
 

    
(a) FVM                                                                      (b)   LBM 

 

 
                                                (c)   FEM 
 
 
Figure 13 – Cross section plane down the middle of the cold aisle at 2.4m from the side of the data center,  
x =2.4. Results show temperature and air velocity for (a) FVM, (b) LBM and (c) FEM. Temperature scales are 
in Kelvin. 
 
Figure 14 shows a horizontal cross section through the data center at a height of 1.5m above the floor, which is 
above the plenum. Here it is possible to see how the airflow patterns carry the hot air from the end of the hot aisles 
back to the CRAC unit. It is also possible to see bypass airflow at the far end of the two rows, at the opposite end 
of the data center from the CRAC unit. Bypass air is cool air supplied by the CRAC that bypasses the inlets of the 
datacom units, traversing directly into the hot aisles. It is also possible to see the recirculating air, where the hot 
exhaust from the datacom units of the left row is drawn around the front of the left row directly into the inlet of 
the datacom equipment at the front of the right row.  
 
The results laid out in Figures 12, 13 and 14 from the different simulation technologies are in qualitative agreement 
as seen graphically by the temperature profiles and velocity vectors clearly depicting recirculating and bypass 
airflows in the same regions. There is clearly a compelling case to enclose either the cold aisle or the hot aisles, 
both of which are becoming a common practice [28]. 
 



 
 

           
(a) FVM                                                       (b)   LBM 

 

 
                                               (c)  FEM 
 
Figure 14 – Cross section horizontal plane at 1.5m from the data center floor, z =1.5. Results show temperature 
and air velocity for (a) FVM, (b) LBM and (c) FEM. Temperature scales are in Kelvin. 
 
4.2 Datacom Inlet Temperatures 
The three methods can be quantitatively assessed by comparing the airflow temperatures at different points within 
the simplified data center layout. A numerical comparison of the average datacom inlet temperatures is a strong 
test of the agreement between the predictions of the 3 modelling methods. 
 
Figure 15 shows the average temperature at each of the datacom inlets across the three computational approaches 
for all 20 half rack units. For some datacom inlets all three methods give the same temperature to within 1K, but 
for inlets of datacom systems towards the center of the aisle, there is up to a 4K difference between the hottest 
and coldest prediction. Overall, the predicted temperature at the datacom inlets agree well, but the LBM appears 
to give consistently a slightly higher temperature (by about 1K) than the other methods. This may be a side effect 
of using an LES turbulence model as opposed to the RANS model used in both the FEM (Comsol) and FVM 
(OpenFOAM), but is also likely to be affected by the choice of the initial temperature field, which has not been 
explored in this work.  



 
The average difference in inlet temperatures between the three computational methods is found to be 0.53K, 1.27K 
and 0.76K for FVM-FEM, FVM-LBM and FEM-LBM respectively. While the LBM is the fastest method for the 
given resolution and time-step, it can display spurious fluctuations that appear as a chequerboard pattern and are 
due to numerical instabilities inherent to the method. However, with a resolution of 4 Kelvin for inlet temperature 
predictions, the numerical approach can provide very fast response to data center design and operation issues.  
 

 
Figure 15 – Inlet temperatures of datacom equipment based on their position in the data center (for the ID refer 
to Figure 7) as calculated from the three computational methods.  
 
 
5. Conclusions 
The simulation results of thermal air flows in a simplified data center obtained with three computational methods 
using different meshing technologies and turbulence models demonstrate good agreement in terms of the overall 
flow structures and the average temperatures at each datacom inlet. The level of simulation accuracy of FVM, 
FEM and LBM are similar and there are clear advantages of using the LBM in respect to computational 
performance and applicability for transient flows, which also offers the potential to inform on the dynamic nature 
of real thermal air management of data centers.  
 
This work has also demonstrated the computational performance of both the FEM and FVM as well as identifying 
further aspects of the modelling approach and assumptions that position these computational techniques as 
valuable tools for analysing thermal air management of data centers.  
 
In summary, this problem has been analysed using a commercial FEM package that offers ease of setting up the 
problem, but uses the largest amount of computational time. An opensource FVM package required more time 
input in setting up the problem, but solves the problem with less computational time than the FEM package. The 
LBM code developed by the authors and that operates on GPUs is more challenging than both FEM and FVM to 
setup this problem, but offers the fasted time to compute. 
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